The multi-particle generalization of the edge-reinforced random walk is stated. Some recurrence results are obtained.
We are going to modify the edge-reinforced random walk model to make it work for more than one particle. After that, we will prove the recurrence in some nontrivial cases. First, observe that nothing changes if the particle in the edge-reinforced random walk model is made to wait for an exponential time with Poisson rate equal to one before jumping to a nearest-neighbor site with the probability proportional to the weight of the connecting edge. Thus jumping with rates equal to the corresponding ratios. Now we are ready to define an n-point process η t = {η 1 (t), . . . , η n (t)}, where all n points (particles) travel along the edges of a graph G, jumping from a site to a neighboring site in S (the set of all sites). Once again, the initial weights are all assigned to be equal to a > 0. Now, let W t (w 1 ), ..., W t (w k ) be the weights assigned to all k edges w 1 , ..., w k coming out of a given site e ∈ S at time t. If one of the particles, say η j , is at site e at the time (e.g. η j (t) = e), then the particle waits to jump along w i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) with the rate Wt(w i ) Wt(w 1 )+···+Wt(w k ) . Every time one of the n particles traverses an edge, the corresponding edge weight increases by 1. The author is convinced that the recurrence/transience questions arising in this more general model are as important as the corresponding issues in the theory of edge-reinforced random walks.
On trees, the edge-reinforced random walk model with a drift ∆ > 0 can be modified accordingly. That is, we let w t (e 1 , e 2 ) denote the number of times the edge [e 1 , e 2 ] had been trespassed (by any of the n particles) before time t. If one of the particles is at site e at the time, and if p(e), c 1 (e),...,c k (e) are respectively the parent vertex and all the children of e, then the particle is to jump to p(e) with rate a + ∆ + w t (e, p(e)) (k + 1)a + ∆ + w t (e, p(e)) + w t (e, c 1 (e)) + ... + w t (e, c k (e)) , and will wait with rate a + w t (e, c i (e)) (k + 1)a + ∆ + w t (e, p(e)) + w t (e, c 1 (e)) + ... + w t (e, c k (e)) to jump to the i-th child of e (for each i = 1, ..., k).
We will concentrate on the most basic case of the model: we will study the two point process η t = {η 1 (t), η 2 (t)} on Z with drift ∆ ≥ 0. We will prove the sub-martingale properties of the jump rates, the recurrence of η 1 (t) and η 2 (t) for 0 ≤ ∆ < 1 and the recurrence of (η 2 (t) − η 1 (t)) whenever 0 ≤ ∆ < 1. Since our two point process lives on Z, at each moment of time, one of the two particles is located to the left of another, except for when both particles are staying at the same site. We will denote by l t the location of the left particle, and by r t the location of the right particle at time t. When r t = l t it doesn't matter which one of them is "left" and which one them is "right". The difference becomes apparent only when one of them leaves the site. So, η t = {l t , r t }, and here is the main result of this paper:
Lets first review the Polya's urn model. The urn initially contains L 0 marbles of one type, lets call them "left" marbles, and R 0 marbles of another type, called "right". We fix an integer number C. A marble is randomly drawn from the urn, returned, and C marbles of the same type are added. Let L n and R n be respectively the number of "left" and "right" marbles in the urn after n drawings, and let λ n =
Ln
Ln+Rn be the fraction of the left marbles in the urn after n drawings. It is easy to show that λ n is a martingale, and therefore, by martingale convergence theorem, converges to a random variable. That random variable λ ∞ is in turn shown to be a beta random variable with parameters L 0 C and R 0 C (e.g. one with density function
Γ(a)Γ(b) .) One can check that the urn model is clearly exchangeable, that is if one permutes the results of m consecutive drawings, the probability of the outcome doesn't change. Thus, conditioned on λ ∞ , the outcome of the n-th drawing is a left marble with probability λ ∞ .
The model trivially extends to the case when L 0 , R 0 and C are positive real numbers, as well as when there are more than two different types of marbles. See [4] for basic facts on exchangeability, the Polya's urn model and a simple version of de Finetti's theorem. An elegant proof of the convergence to beta distribution can be found in [13] .
As it was already mentioned, the Polya's urns come to play in the theory of the edge-reinforced random walk. If the walk lives on a non-cyclic graph, say Z, we can place an urn at each vertex. If the walk visits a vertex, we do the drawing, where the number of the left (respectively right) marbles is equal to the weight attached to the edge connecting the vertex with its left (respectively right) neighbor. Suppose, a right marble is drawn, then we go ahead and add C = 2 right marbles to the urn placed at the vertex. We do so because the graph is non-cyclic, so if the particle ever returns to the vertex, it will be from the same direction it took when it left the vertex. Thus the edge on the right of the vertex will be traversed exactly twice before the next drawing, thus increasing the weight of the edge exactly by C = 2. It is easy to figure out the correct initial conditions.
What follows is that one can do an infinite number of drawings independently at each vertex before the walk begins, thus completely predetermining it. Now, the above exchangeability allows one to restate the edge-reinforced random walk as a random walk in random environment (RWRE), where the environment is distributed as the limiting beta random variables obtained at each urn that is placed at each vertex of the acyclic graph. After that, the large deviation and other techniques are of use in answering the corresponding recurrence/transience questions for the equivalent RWRE model. Does the same trick work for the two point process η t = {η 1 (t), η 2 (t)} on Z? The answer is "no". If we place such an urn at each vertex of Z, and if the vertex is visited by η 2 , and the drawing was done so that η 2 is moved to the right, we cannot go ahead and add C = 2 "right" marbles to the urn, as it could happen that η 1 arrives to the urn from the left before η 2 returns. In that case, for η 1 there will be more right marbles than the weight amount attached to the edge on the right. Dealing with this was the main obstacle that the author had to overcome.
The Polya's Urn modified
Although the classical Polya's Urn representation fails for our process η t = {l t , r t }, we can actually modify the urn. At a given vertex, the corresponding urn will contain not only the classical "left" and "right" marbles, but also a crystal marble such that if the left particle l t visits the site, the crystal marble is interpreted as a left marble (and the direction of where the particle moves after is determined according to the Polya's construction, but with the extra left marble), while if the right particle r t visits the site, the crystal marble is treated as if it were the right marble. Let L t (e) and R t (e) denote respectively the numbers of left and right marbles placed inside the urn corresponding to a site e ∈ Z at time t.
Since the left particle always stays to the left of the right particle (tautology), it is the first to visit the sites to the left of l 0 . Similarly the right particle is first to visit the sites to the right of r 0 . Hence, for all a > 0 (even a ∈ (0, 1)), the following must be the initial configuration of left and right marbles assigned to the urns at sites on Z:
plus a crystal marble in every urn.
Why do we need the crystal marble? If for example the right particle is at site e, then the left particle is at the moment located to the left of e (if both are at e then we are happy). So, if the right partcle decides to move to the left from e, we can go ahead and add 2 to L t (e) since the right particle is going to return to e from the left, and will get there before the left particle (if any of them makes it to e). What if the right particle moves to the right instead? Should we still add 2 to R t (e)? Observe that the left particle may visit e before the right particle returns from the right. The answer is yes, the crystal marble allows us to do so. If the right particle visits e first, then though we added 2 to R t (e), the crystal marble from "right" becomes "left", which also allows us not to increase L t (e) before the left particle leaves e. One can check that the initial conditions above are correct as the sites to the left of l 0 are first visited by the left particle, while the site to the right of r 0 are first visited by the right particle. There is a reason why the newly defined urn process is identical to our original two point process right up to the first recurrence time. Suppose a site e ∈ Z inside (l 0 , r 0 ) is visited by the right particle, and suppose it left the site and went to the right. If we knew that it will return before the left particle visits the site, then we would have just added 2 to R t (e). Now, what if the left particle arrives, but we already added 2 to R t (e), but subtracted 1 in the form of the crystal marble being interpreted as a left marble for the left particle. From the point of view of the left particle the rates are correct as the right particle first came from the right, and then departed to the right before the left particle arrived, thus adding 2 with the first arrival and the last departure. For the right particle the rates work as well since the crystal marble, that is seen as being "right" (by the right particle), represented the rate increase that came with the first arrival of the right particle (from the right).
Observe that this urn process is identical to η t , the two particle process with reinforcements, only before time τ 1 = min{t : l t = r t } -the first time that the particles meet. In particular, after τ 1 , the l t here doesn't have to be to the left of r t . Now, first we need to show that the particles meet at least once. So, before proving Theorem 1, we will prove the one-time recurrence:
It is enough to prove this theorem for the above modification of (l t , r t ). Later it will be shown that the construction will imply the full recurrence as well (e.g. Theorem 1).
Sub-martingales
From here up until subsection 5.3 η t = (l t , r t ) will denote the modification of the original process that was described in the preceding section.
We let q l t (e) and p l t (e) be respectively the left and the right jump rates for the left particle at site e. We also denote by q r t (e) and p r t (e) respectively the left and the right jump rates for the right particle at site e. By construction,
, and similarly,
and
.
For each e, q r t (e) and p l t (e) are sub-martingales.
Proof:
) denote the event that the site e is exited exactly k times within the time period [t 1 , t 2 ], and it is the right (respectively left) particle that abandons the site all k times. Then, since the Polya's urn generates martingale sequences,
Hence,
This together with (2) implies that
where in the conditioning part, at most one exit can be accomplished by any of the two particles. Now, since each particle, after arriving to the site, waits for an exponential time with rate one before exiting, there is a function h(ǫ) = o(ǫ) such that whenever t 2 − t 1 ≤ ǫ,
Thus, partitioning an interval (T 1 , T 2 ) into subintervals of size smaller than ǫ, applying (3) to each subinterval and decreasing ǫ to zero we arrive to
proving the theorem (of which the rest follows by symmetry).
One more look at the urn model
Lets look carefully at Theorem 3. First of all, by the martingale convergence theorem, p l t (e) converges almost surely to some random variable p l (e). Similarly, q r t (e) converges almost surely to some random variable q r (e). Naturally, we let q l (e) ≡ 1 − p l (e) and p r (e) ≡ 1−q r (e). Now, since the portions of the limiting distributions that corresponds to the crystal marble diminishes to zero,
There is more to it! Let denote by q l P olya (e) and p l P olya (e) the limiting jump probabilities for the reinforced random walk done by the left particle in absence of the right particle, but with the same initial conditions. Similarly let q r P olya (e) and p r P olya (e) be the limiting jump probabilities for the reinforced random walk done by the right particle alone with the same initial conditions. Then, by the Polya's urn reformulation of the reinforced random walk on a line, p l P olya (e) is B(
) -beta distributed with the respective parameters in parenthesis, and q r P olya (e) is B(
). Now, by the construction used in the proof of Theorem 3,
, where F X as always denotes the distribution function of a random variable X. In other words we can write
where d + (e) is a nonnegative random variable that indicates a drift of the left particle to the right. The equality above is obtained by letting the crystal marble at site e to be officially declared "left", then the jump rates are determined independently of whether it is the left or the right particle visiting the site, while in reality some of the new "left" marbles are in fact "right" marbles that were added when the right particle was visiting the site. This coupling-like construction explains why we can first choose the p l P olya (e) for each site e and then determine the drifts. An urn construction that will play a crucial role for the rest of the paper: Lets be precise. Suppose at each site e we do the infinite number of drawings, where when a crystal marble is pulled out, it is replaced and two more crystal marbles are added thus increasing the number of crystal marbles by two. LetL n (e),C n (e) and R n (e) denote respectively the number of left, crystal and right marbles after n drawing. The proportion vector of the left, crystal and right marbles L n (e) L n (e) +C n (e) +R n (e) ,C n (e) L n (e) +C n (e) +R n (e) ,R n (e) L n (e) +C n (e) +R n (e) after n such drawings converges to a Dirichlet random vector with parameters
The result of the drawings is thus predetermined at each site, and only when the particles start moving we learn which ones of the new crystal marbles are "left" and which ones are "right". Let the right marbles that we know are "right" from this preluding construction be called purely right, and similarly let the left marbles that we know are "left" even before the particles start moving to be called purely left. The above construction gives us an insight on what can be predetermined before the particles start moving thus enhancing the process. There are many implications. For instance,
Observe that the above Polya's urn construction is known to be exchangeable. Similarly,
where d − (e) is a nonnegative random variable that indicates a drift of the right particle to the left.
Recurrence

Coupling with RWRE.
Now, according to the initial conditions of the whole process, the random environment {p l P olya (e)} e∈Z is distributed in the following way: For a ≤ 1 − ∆,
2 ) if l 0 < e < r 0 , 0 if r 0 ≤ e and for a > 1 − ∆,
2 ) if e = r 0 , B(
We are going to couple the random walk l P olya t on the above random environment that begins at l P olya 0 = l 0 with l t so that l P olya t ≤ l t at all times t. As l t the process l P olya t ≤ l t exits sites with rate one. The environment {p l P olya (e)} e∈Z is the one predefined for l t as described in the preceding section. So, after the urns with the three types of marbles from previous section predetermine the steps, the two processes l P olya t and (l t , r t ) begin and act independently except for the times when l P olya t = l t . What to do then? At each site e and time t, the rate p l t (e) ≥ p l P olya (e). Whenever the two happen to be at the same site, say e, they both wait for the same exponential jumping time with rate one at which a random variable U , uniform on [0, 1] is unbiasedly picked from the air. If at the jump time t j , U ≤ p l P olya (e) ≤ p l t j (e), both particles l P olya t and l t jump one step to the right. If p l P olya (e) ≤ U ≤ p l t j (e), then only l t jumps to the right, while l P olya t jumps to the left, and if p l P olya (e) ≤ p l t j (e) ≤ U , then both jump to the left. Thus l P olya t ≤ l t is preserved. Now, lets go over the above coupling construction one more time. Before the walks l P olya t , l t and r t begin, at each site e we do the drawings from the corresponding urn with three types of marbles in it via the Polya's way described in section 4. Though the big fraction of the marbles is crystal, the drawings are exchangeable thus determining the p l P olya (e) as the limiting fraction of the purely right marbles (not counting those crystal marbles that later might turn to be right). This generates the random environment for l P olya t , but also predetermines the results of the drawings for l t and r t . Now, whenever l P olya t meets l t at a site e, l t looks at the last drawing results, particle l t knows which ones of the crystal marbles are right, but l P olya t looks only at the fraction of the purely right marbles. Since we know the limiting probability p l P olya (e), by the exchangeability, for l P olya t , the probability that the next selected marble is in this fraction is p l P olya (e), and if it is, then both l 
of times that r t departed from e beforehand matters to know how many drawings there were. Now, by symmetry, the random environment {q r P olya (e)} e∈Z is distributed in the following way: for a ≤ 1,
2
2 ) if r 0 < e. r P olya t travels according to the probabilities assigned by the environment. Each time it happens to be at the same site e with r t , after waiting for an exponential time with rate one, the results of the last drawing at site e are studied. As before, since the results of the drawings described in section 4 predetermine the walks, if purely left marble is chosen, both particles go to the left. If a crystal marble is chosen, and it turns out to be "left", only r t goes to the left, while r P olya t jumps to the right. In all other cases both jump to the right. Thus, as the result of the coupling, r t ≤ r P olya t at all times t. First we observe that a RWRE on Z with the right jump probability p(e) chosen to be B( 1−p(e) ] > 0 (see [12] for the proof, and [11] , [6] and [5] and references therein for more on the subject). Not surprisingly the RWRE with the environment independently B(α 1 , α 2 ) distributed with α 1 > α 2 is a.s. transient to the right:
In the above general case, E < 1 (see [12] ). That is only when α 1 > 1 + α 2 . So, if one considers a RWRE on Z with the right jump probability p(e) chosen to be B( 
)n /c] decreases exponentially.
Proof of Theorem 1
We will show how the proof works for the case when a = 1, ∆ = 0. The general case (a > 0, 0 ≤ ∆ < 1) is treated in the same way. Here we return to the original two point process which we will denote by η t = (l t , r t ), while the modified process that was defined in section 2 and studied from there on will be now denoted as η mod t = (l mod t , r mod t ). It was essential for proving Theorem 2 that η t = η mod t for t ≤ τ 1 . Observe that in the proof of Theorem 2, if after τ 1 the left particle stays to the left of the right particle, then the second recurrence time of the modified process η mod is guaranteed to be finite. Lets couple η with η mod . They coincide up until τ 1 . After that l t = l mod t = r t = r mod t = e. Let L be the weight of the edge [e − 1, e] right after τ 1 , and let R be the corresponding weight attached to [e, e + 1]. After the first jump time following τ 1 , which we let to be the same for the two coupled processes η and η mod , (l t , r t ) = (e − 1, e) with probability ) can assume values (e, e − 1) and (e + 1, e) with the remaining probabilities in which case the original and the modified processes are said to decouple. It is therefore easy to make η mod coincide with η after the jump with probability greater than 1 2 . Then taking η t ≡ η mod t up until the second recurrence time τ 2 , one proves τ 2 < ∞. Continuing like this, one observes that the processes don't decouple before the third recurrence time τ 3 with probability > 6 Observation on how the environment can be modified.
We want to enhance p l P olya (e) for all e < l 0 and q r P olya (e) for all e > r 0 . For instance, in the later case we look at the drawings from the urn corresponding to a site e > r 0 . Let n(e) be the number of trials before the crystal marble is chosen for the first time, and let t(e, e + 1) be the first time that the edge [e, e + 1] (e > r 0 ) is crossed. The crystal marble is chosen on the first attempt with probability P [n(e) = 1] = a+∆−1 2a+∆+1 , on the second trial with probability P [n(e) = 2] = We can easily rewrite the above expression in terms of gamma functions, however it is easier to find the same probability with help of de Finetti's theorem: . Now, we know that before the recurrence time τ 1 occurs, the right particle is the only particle that visits e > r 0 before the crossing time t(e, e+1). So after n(e)-th trials we must add two right marbles to the urn as it is always the right particle crossing the edge [e, e + 1]. We know for sure that after n(e) drawings, the urn contains 2n(e) left, 2 right and 1 crystal marbles (L n(e) (e) = 2n(e),C n(e) (e) = 1 andR n(e) (e) = 2). At that moment we declare the two right marbles to be pure, and begin the drawing process that predetermines the two point process {l t , r t } before τ 1 . After n(e), the drawings go according to the Polya rules described in section 4 : we have exchangeability et al. Hence, in this case we let the environment q r P olya (e) of RWRE r P olya t to have distribution B(
). Thus is a mixing of the beta distributions. Notice that the above modification preserves l P olya t ≤ l t ≤ r t ≤ r P olya t .
